


In spots like these where there is a hybrid of live action and 
CGI, it is easy to get wrapped up in the “computer generated” 
imagery and forget what the “creatures” themselves are 
conceptually meant to represent. It is important to remember 
that these spots are ultimately about people. The “creatures” 
in these spots are representations of us and our power needs. 

Utilizing a creative toolkit ranging from the most advanced CGI 
to traditional production staples like good locations, casting, 
lighting, and intelligent filmmaking, we will create a series of 
spots that are both effective and memorable. 



I find that the tone of a campaign works a lot like a 
conceptual topline - every additional piece of production/
post-production should answer to it. When every individual 
element is judged against the tonal topline of the campaign, 
we experience a cohesiveness of concept that not only 
connects the elements of a single spot together, but also 
defines each spot as a part of an overall campaign.

This campaign is about expressing the imposing “weight” of 
our electricity needs and the relief of being presented with an 
attainable “solution.” Tonally, this can be expressed with a 
practical metaphor like darkness being eradicated by light.

By defining a clear metaphor for energy usage (appliances 
searching for power), we can easily illustrate how “a little bit 
here and a little bit there” can grow to be an overwhelming 
amount (our fully formed appliance creatures stumbling 
around in the dark). We can then effectively deliver a visual 
solution (sunlight) and the power to harness that solution 
(DOW POWERHOUSE SOLAR SHINGLES). 

Now, to do it all in :30 seconds and deliver it with some 
visual punch.



While we all love the opportunity to create BIG visuals, it has been 
proven time and time again, that without a solid story, BIG visuals 
fall flat, loosing their impact and effectiveness in conveying their 
message. 

As such, we have taken the already concise scripts and begun 
shaping them into a detailed story that will evoke the audience’s 
curiosity, hook their interest, and then satisfy their questions with 
answers. By challenging the audience to think, we engage with them 
on a deeper level and are able to deliver an effective message.

From the very first second, we want the audience to feel pulled into 
the frame, submerged into a cinematic experience that demands 
their attention. That experience is created by combining a few key 
ingredients: The first being...Story.

In each of our spots, we initiate the story with questions, while also setting 
up a clear metaphor for energy consumption - What are these household 
appliances doing? What are their searching for?  

When power cords wrap around other power cords and appliances begin 
coupling into a larger mass of electrical appliances, we illustrate the “little 
bit here and a little bit there” scenario, and effectively set the hook. 

On revealing the fully formed “appliance creature” and establishing the 
metaphor for the overwhelming amount of household energy usage, we pay 
off on the initial tease and state the challenge at hand - How do we handle 
this monstrosity of a power bill? 

The only thing left to do is reveal the solution, which we do in a flood of 
sunlight. 

By paying off the audience’s question with a clear visual solution, we have 
effectively brought the audience through the entire story - setup, problem, 
solution. Without ever being aware of it, the audience was seduced, 
entertained, and educated - and all because of solid storytelling.



Any good cinematographer will tell you that film is about painting 
with light and shadow. Never is that more applicable than with this 
campaign. 

In direct contrast to our sunlit “solution”, we begin by creating 
our the perfect stage for our “conflict” - darkness. This is not the 
pitch black darkness that prevails in a creepy horror movie or a 
psychological thriller. Instead, our house/kitchen is “seeing dark” - 
a term used to indicate that we are implying the cover of darkness 
(or early morning, pre-dawn light) with color, contrast, and hidden 
source lights allowing for incidental ambient light. Because of this, 
everything in the frame is properly exposed allowing us to still “see” 
in the dark. As a result, moving down darkened hallways and past 
open doorways no longer feels like a serial killer’s playground. 
Instead, it feels normal, almost comfortable, like you imagine your 
own house when you are asleep. 

The darkness also gives us the opportunity to let our metaphor shine. 
Every backlit LCD screen, glowing alarm clock face or blinking light 
on our appliances will pop, cutting through the shadows to reinforce 
our concept.

In opposition to the darkness, we respond with radiant sunlight that 
bursts through the windows at the conclusion of each of our spots 
and literally pulls us out of the house and up into the open daylight. 



While I intend to primarily stay on a mid-range lens (which is more like we we 
see with our own eyes) allowing for beautifully composed shots with shallow 
focus, there will be times when I will want to push to a shorter lens to expand 
our field of view and allow us to “play” with our creatures a little more. Longer 
lenses have the tendency to compress the space, causing the environment 
itself to feel more claustrophobic. While, initially, this feels like it might work 
to increase the “conflict” of the spot, it treads dangerously into the “horror” 
movie aesthetic where our creatures and the writhing of cables becomes 
more “terrifying” instead of “imposing.” By pushing toward the shorter end 
of the lensing spectrum, our creatures are free to have more personality 
(bumping their heads, stubbing their toes, stumbling, hunching over, etc). 
They are not “stalking” our unaware couple asleep in their bed - closing in for 
the kill - but rather lumbering through the house - a mindless, but imposing 
force to be reckoned with.

A great example of this is the movie “Men in Black.” Director/DP, Barry Sonennfeld, 
chose to lens the movie with very short lenses causing the monsters to become 
less “scary” and more “accident prone.” The affect is that the movie is never scary 
like a horror monster movie. It is always “fun” and always very “BIG”.





85% of our spots take place inside our house. While this house should be a typical, upper 
scale home in a nice, well-to-do neighborhood, and reflect all the same upper scale amenities 
we would typically find inside, there are a few specific aspects that I feel it is important to note. 

The house should be of considerable size. While we don’t want the house 
to feel like a mansion, our house should be large enough to imply that a 
moderate size family (mother/father + 2.4 kids) lives there and that this 
household’s power usage could be substantial. 

The house should have an interesting roof line. Considering that the 
product that ultimately becomes the “solution” to our “conflict” is the DOW 
POWERHOUSE SOLAR SHINGLES and that product lives on the roof of 
the house, we should make sure that we identify a house with a roof that 
creates an interesting final frame for our logo lockup and final resolve. There is 
nothing worse than ending an awesome spot on a bland final frame.The house should play well in the sunlight. I realize that this might sound 

ridiculous, but there are houses (very nice houses, in fact) that do not play 
well with light and shadow. We will also want to identify the best time of day 
to shoot our final reveal of the house to capitalize on light and shadows. In 
addition, we will want to look for a house whose roof is the correct shade 
(value) of grey so that we can properly expose the roof (and solar shingles) 
as well as the rest of the house. In a shot as wide as our final reveal, it will be 
hard to control the natural sunlight with traditional means.

Each spot should showcase a different house, in a different 
neighborhood. While this obviously adds an additional location to our 
production, it is important that we have two distinct locations to expand 
the scope of the campaign, giving us an opportunity to hit two different 
demographics based on the surroundings of the location (suburb vs rural, 
etc).



While these spots do not focus on people, it is still important that we 
identify the right talent for the roles, as the audience will instinctively identify 
themselves with the faces they see in these spots. 

For our couple in “Cord Creature”, we will cast a mid-thirties, Caucasian/
mixed, well-to-do couple that we intrinsically identify with upper-middle 
class. While the majority of our casting decisions will be made based on the 
actors’ look, we will also search out men and women that are in a relationship 
or married, so that we might find two individuals who already have a natural 
morning routine with a partner. (“If you want to shoot a scene about a paper 
boy, you might want to cast someone who can ride a bike.”)

If we end up deciding to cast a human player for “Kitchen Creature”, I 
recommend that we look for a mid-thirties woman (Caucasian, Black, Asian, 
or Latino) who we immediately identify with as a progressive, modern, 
working professional. 



Pacing is not just something that happens in the edit room. 

Pacing is scripted. Pacing is blocked. And pacing is shot.

Pacing is also something that can tie different spots together into a more cohesive 
campaign. If one spot is fast paced and frenetic and another is slow and methodical, 
these spots will never feel part of the same campaign, even with the same end tag or 
logo lockup. I would like to see the spots in this DOW campaign mirror each other in their 
pacing, so as to feel like they both came from the same tonal and conceptual topline. 

The overall pace of these spots starts slow, allowing us to establish our environment. 
Building on the energy that comes from the movement of our individual appliances 
and the mounting mass of cables (and/or appliances), the pace begins to quicken as 
the movement of the camera and the quickness of the edit increases. The ramp up 
crescendos into the reveal of our hero creature and holds until the sunlight bursts into the 
room, sending the spot into an energetic pace as our creature reacts to the sunlight and 
begins to dissolve. This pace ends as we glide into one-long-crane-shot that takes us up 
into the air and settles into the lockup (the first moment we have stopped since the first 
frame).

Let’s look at each of the spots in more detail:
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We slowly PUSH down a darkened HALLWAY in an upperscale 
home. It is quiet. Everyone is asleep. The ambient light is a mix 
of warm, dim, recessed lighting and cool moonlight.

We PUSH into a CLOSE UP on a bedroom door slightly ajar at 
floor level. A rogue POWER CABLE snakes out - it’s power plug 
head sniffing out available electricity...

...while dragging it’s connected appliance body (an ALARM 
CLOCK) behind it.
VO: A little power here...

Elsewhere in the house, in a darkened LIVING ROOM, a 
LAPTOP power cable suddenly moves, tugging on the LAPTOP 
body.

Another tug and it is pulled completely off the table.
VO:...a little there.

Back in the hallway, other appliances join the LAPTOP and 
ALARM CLOCK  - all wrapping their power cables around 
each other forming an evolving mass of CABLES and 
ELECTRONICS. We can make out structures resembling ARMS 
and LEGS forming as the CAMERA pans to follow... 
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...the hulking, evolving CORD CREATURE rise and lumber 
down the HALLWAY - silhouetted against the bedroom door at 
the end of the hallway. Other appliances race to catch up.
VO: And before you know it...

In the BEDROOM, a quick PUSH IN frames up the CORD 
CREATURE as it steps through the door - a monstrous 
composite of cords and appliances.
VO:...it’s a little scary.

An OTS REVERSE reveals a COUPLE asleep in bed, unaware 
of the creature lurking in the doorway. The CREATURE goes to 
take another step, but...

...suddenly, the ALARM CLOCK (from the beginning of the spot;  
now part of the creature’s head) goes off: 7:00AM! Beep-Beep. 
Beep-Beep.

On cue, the SUN rises and SUNLIGHT bursts through the 
window, illuminating the BEDROOM and blinding the CORD 
CREATURE. We DOLLY in for a CU as...
VO: But now you can take the power of the sun to power your 
home.

...CORD CREATURE throws up an arm to block the sun, but it 
is too late. Cables begin to unwind...
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...and appliances tumble back to the floor where they scurry off 
back down the HALLWAY.

The ALARM CLOCK quickly jumps back into place on the 
bedside table just in time for the MAN in bed to roll over and 
push the SNOOZE BUTTON.

As our MAN sits up in bed and yawns, we PULL OUT the 
bedroom WINDOW and...
VO: Introducing DOW POWERHOUSE Solar Shingles...

...CRANE up to the ROOF of the HOUSE, revealing the DOW 
POWERHOUSE SOLAR SHINGLES.
VO: ...Now you can make the electricity you need for your 
home, right from your home. Reinventing the roof. That’s 
solutionism. The new optimism.
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We slowly PUSH into a darkened KITCHEN in an upperscale 
home, just before dawn. It is quiet. Everyone is still asleep. The 
ambient light is a mix of warm, but dim recessed lighting and 
cool, pre-sunrise light.

We PUSH into a CLOSEUP on high end TOASTER. Suddenly, 
it’s POWER CORD moves. With another jerk it unplugs itself 
from the wall OUTLET and turns. We DOLLY across as...

...the TOASTER whip-lassos a nearby BLENDER, recoiling it 
quickly back, bundling them together. 

Over the counter, the CABINET DOORS open slightly and 
several more POWER CABLES snake out. 

That’s when the REFRIGERATOR suddenly moves, then 
moves again - “walking” itself out into the KITCHEN. The whole 
kitchen is getting into the action.

An over-caffeinated COFFEE MAKER pulls at its own power 
cable until it finally succeeds in unplugging itself.
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On the floor, all of the APPLIANCES and CABLES twist 
and bundle forming what appears to be LEGS that push the 
REFRIGERATOR up off the floor. DOLLYING back, we reveal...

...the KITCHEN CREATURE in its entirety. But standing it is 
too big for the room and bumps his head (TOASTER) on the 
ceiling,...
VO: It’s time to come face-to-face with your power needs.

causing two pieces of BURNT TOAST to pop out of the top of 
his head. It also triggers a IPOD RADIO and...

...the “Auto Start” function on the COFFEE MAKER.  On cue, the SUN rises and SUNLIGHT bursts through the 
KITCHEN windows, illuminating the room and blinding the 
CREATURE.

The KITCHEN CREATURE throws up an arm to block the light, 
but it is too late.
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Cables begin to unwind... ...and appliances tumble back to the floor where they scurry 
back to their respective places in the KITCHEN.

The COFFEE MAKER finds its place on the counter, just as...a 
WOMAN steps into the kitchen and stretches. 

As the WOMAN pours herself a cup of coffee, we PULL OUT 
the KITCHEN WINDOW and...
VO: Introducing DOW POWERHOUSE Solar Shingles...

...CRANE up to the ROOF of the HOUSE, revealing the DOW 
POWERHOUSE SOLAR SHINGLES.
VO: ...Now you can make the electricity you need for your 
home, right from your home. Reinventing the roof. That’s 
solutionism. The new optimism.
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As you know, these two spots are very different. So how do we tie them together?

The first answer is...tonally. By maintaining a set of tonal rules (lensing, lighting, camera 
movement, integration, animation, rendering, etc) we guarantee that the spots will 
ultimately feel like they came from the same conceptual idea.
The second answer is in pre-planned similarities.Throughout both spots, we have built 
in structural and cinematographic similiarities that act to ground both spots in a single 
campaign, despite their obvious differences. 

While the content in each of these shots might be different, the consistency of framing, 
camera movement, and pace, will further align these two spots in a cohesive campaign.

In each spot we start with a similar framing of both the hallway and the kitchen, 
before moving into a similar shots to introduce our initial animated appliances. 
When faced with the sunlight bursting through the windows, our two different 
creatures react in a similar way - throwing up an arm to block the light - and 
then continue to start to unravel in similarly composed shots. Both of our final 
shots pull out of the window into a crane shot and settle high above the roof 
showcasing the product and acting as stage for our final lock up.



During the initial development phase of this project, we were able to work closely with 
you all in a process that we are very pleased to continue. Everyone came with their own 
ideas of what these creatures should be, what they should look like, and how they should 
move and act, and yet we were all able to work together in a mutually helpful collaboration 
and arrive at an initial character design that we are all excited about. We feel like the 
collaborative environment that has been established is a rare productive one and we look 
forward to continuing to tweak “Kitchen Creature” (who we are calling “Cal”) and develop 
the remaining other creatures.



As we have discussed through out the process of developing “Kitchen 
Creature” (Cal), we would like to contunue to infuse these “creatures” 
with a spark of personality, making them working characters in the spot 
instead of just roaring, raging monsters. This does several things -

1. It allows us to make each creature unique and address a particular 
demographic.

2. It eliminates the concern over the creatures coming across as “scary” 
horror movie monsters and returns them to their original intention.

3. It avoids sending the wrong message - “that you have too many 
appliances”, or that “your appliances are dangerous”, or that “power/ 
electricity is dangerous.”



In developing the remaining creatures, we will continue to focus our creature 
design on what these creatures represent - visual metaphors for our “conflict” 
(mounting power usage). Anything outside of this distracts from the main 
concept of the campaign and weakens the message.

The design of our creatures will also be functional as it pertains to animation 
and posing (for print). This means working limbs, hands, feet, etc. By avoiding 
some common design pitfalls such as pushing the creatures into more 
caricature extremes of size, and scale of proportions, we will maintain a 
working root skeleton that can walk, bend, reach, and embody a personality. 

Many CGI characters are built for single frame renders (where everything looks 
good in a still frame or on a turntable) but lose all sense of personality when 
they move into animation. We will remain conscious of this through out the 
development process and identify any possible animation challenges, and 
develop working, alternative solutions.



Personality traits that can not be delivered by design can almost always be 
expressed with unique movement/animation. 

Kitchen Creature (Cal) is a massive, lumbering barrel of a beast with 
awkward, heavy movements and a pension for running into things. Clumsy, 
clunky, stout, bulky, big-boned, 800 lbs gorilla. He is a bull in a china shop. 
You wouldn’t want to let this thing run loose in your house, he could do some 
serious damage.

Cord Creature (as yet unnamed) might end up being a bit more heavy-footed 
with a body that is more reminiscent of a cross between a hunched humanoid 
and a dinosaur. With power-cable-webbed hands and feet like “The Creature 
from the Black Lagoon”, but with snaking medusa power cables for hair and a 
long, reptilian, dinosaur tail of those multi-outlet exstention cords and a mass 
of plugs.

Garage Creature will reflect the tough, durability of the power tools found 
in the garage. In much the same way that a Ankylosauria dinosaur has a 
hard, bony exoskeleton, this creature is armor plated with metal handsaws, 
powered hydraulic jacks, and handheld drills with spinning drill bits. This guy 
is a porcupine on steroids. Not too bright though.

Girl’s Room Creature is the female of the bunch, but don’t be fooled. In the 
animal kingdom, the female is the usually the most dangerous of the species. 
This creature is no exception. Constructed of ipods, stereo components, 
curling irons, smart phones, headphones, tv’s, and a host of other “teenage” 
devices, this creature is wildly energetic with a more slim build. Apish in its 
movements, we would not be surprised to see this creature jumping on the 
beds, swinging from the curtains, and able to “destroy” a room like a class five 
hurricane.



Whether it be for the biggest Hollywood blockbuster or the latest smart phone 
app, cutting edge CGI is a remarkable tool that we at Mothership/Digital 
Domain use regularly to expand the universe of what we can create on the 
screen. Through the years, we have developed increasingly more advanced 
methods for lighting, rendering and animation, allowing imaginative photo-real 
creations to live seamlessly inside real-world environments. But there is more 
than just algorithms and processing power that sets good CGI apart from 
GREAT CGI, and it all comes down to smart filmmaking and integration. In 
fact, most of it happens well before post-production.

For these spots we will be shooting extensive live action, in-camera plates. 
Most will be moving plate shots which will require 3D tracking to seamlessly 
integrate our CGI creatures and appliances into the shots. These shots have 
been designed to enhance the cinematic look and feel of the campaign, create 
mood, establish tone, and to further “sell” the integration of the CGI. 

In addition...we will be employing practical, in-camera tricks to further 
heighten our CGI creatures’ integration. 

*All shots will be boarded out in detail. In addition, we will be shooting 
coverage (alternate angles and focal lengths) of the boards to further allow us 
to tighten, trim, or otherwise effect timing in the final edit.

For example, when our alarm clock slips through the slightly ajar door 
and into the hallway, he will bump the door causing the door to move, 
slightly. That movement will be practical and in-camera. When our cord 
creature stumbles down the hallway and bumps into the hallway side 
table rattling the lamp, those items and their movement will be real, in-
camera effects. These small, seemingly insignificant, practical reactions 
will help to further integrate our CGI appliances and creatures into their 
environments. Anything we can do practically, we will do practically.





Sound design becomes especially important in a spot with CGI. It is another 
layer in integrating the visual elements into the real world environments. When 
an audience hears every day noises like the DING of a microwave oven, or 
the BEEPING of an alarm clock, they are transported into their own kitchen or 
bedroom. 

But there is also a “not-so-obvious” layer of sound design that includes 
elements like the sound of an appliance sliding across a hardwood floor or the 
flapping of a power cable against a cabinet door that works to marry a CGI 
object into the scene. 

In addition, I suggest an extra layer of “power hum” and “electricity” coursing 
through the power cables that will only accentuate our metaphor of “mass 
quanities of power usage.” This will be especially effective in shots where 
appliances or cabling is close to the camera or moves past the lens.

And lastly, sound will be used as punctuation. 

Music should be cinematic in its approach and used sparingly - to establish 
tone, escalate the pace, or punctuate a moment. By not covering the spot 
with wall-to-wall  music we can more effectively use it where we truly need it.

A great example of how powerful this sort of sound design 
can be is the RRRRRRRR...SILENCE of Danny’s tricycle in 
the movie The Shining as he pedals across the hardwood 
floors and up onto the floor rugs. (http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=cy7ztJ3NUMI)

For example, when Kitchen Creature raises up and bumps his head on 
the ceiling, two pieces of burnt toast pop out of the top of his toaster 
head. Sound design of the toaster springs and the sizzle of blackened 
toast will help to punctuate the humor and express the unique 
personality of our creature.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cXDgFwE13g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cXDgFwE13g


This campaign has many facets - TV, online, print, and outdoor - and will most 
likely find additional arms and legs as time goes on. Because of the vast reach of 
the campaign, we need to maintain consistency through out. 

This is achieved by again returning to our tonal and conceptual topline and 
ensuring that the elements we create, the creatures we design, and the personality  
we express through animation is in line with the messaging of the campaign. By 
creating visually effective creatures that reflect the “conflict” (massive amount of 
power usage) and focussing on simple personality clues like design, posture, and 
animation, we allow these creatures and the product to speak for itself across a 
wide range of media.



“Appliance Ads/Sunrise”

The side skyscaper banners, OLM banners, and masthead are all 
advertisements for appliances (a coffee maker, blender, toaster, entire sets 
of kitchen appliances, etc). Suddenly, the power cords on all the appliances 
around the page begin to twitch, until they pull their respective appliances out 
of the banner ads and into the center of the page. Piece by piece we see them 
build into our “creature.” But then the banner ads animate changing to a scene 
with a home with DOW POWERHOUSE SOLAR SHINGLES on the roof.  The 
sun rises in each of the banners causing the page to glow brighter than normal. 
The creature is blinded by the sunlight, dissolves back into its individual parts 
and they scurry away, back into their respective banner ads  - now all ads for 
DOW POWERHOUSE SOLAR SHINGLES.

“Appliances Take Over” (*not shown)

From the edges of the page, appliance power cables begin dragging their 
respective appliances onto the page (coffee makers, blenders, toasters, etc), 
where they lasso and bundle onto each other and form our appliance creature. 
     - Our creature turns, breaking the fourth wall, and steps toward the camera, 
but it stopped when the sun rises in each of the banner ads.The creature 
unravels and the appliances scurry off the screen.
     - Our creature pushes up off the floor, but is so large that he hits his 
head on a “Coming October 2012” masthead banner (causing toast to pop 
out, etc). The masthead banner is shaken by the impact as well, and the 
“Coming October 2012” falls away revealing the DOW POWERHOUSE SOLAR 
SHINGLES underneath. At the sight of the shingles, the creature unravels and 
appliances scurry away off the screen.



“Page Goes Dark”

The masthead is composed entirely of old, tattered roofing shingles. “Is 
it time to re-shingle your house?” The OLM banner is an energy meter - 
keeping track of the page’s “energy usage.” The side skyscaper banners 
is advertisements for single appliance - a blender, blending- pulling power. 
But then, another appliance is added to the banner (a microwave oven, 
microwaving). More and more appliances are added. The energy meter 
spins faster and faster, until there is so much power being used that the 
entire page dims (allowing for the lights and LCD screens on the appliances 
to shine brightly in the dark). But then the top masthead banner is replaced 
with brand new DOW POWERHOUSE SOLAR SHINGLES. The sun rises in 
the skyscraper banner ads and the page reilluminates revealing that all the 
banners have been replaces with DOW banners.

“Lightswitch” (*not shown)

The side skyscaper banners, OLM banners, and masthead are all 
advertisements for appliances. Suddenly, the entire page looses power, 
flickers, and goes completely dark, except for a flippable light switch (Off/
On) with a prompt to “flip the switch”. When a user clicks on the switch, it 
flips, re-illuminating the page and catches one of our creatures in the act - 
a dear in headlights.  It is composed of all the appliances from the banner 
ads - now complete void of appliances (ads without products). Then all the 
empty banner ads are magically replaced with DOW POWERHOUSE SOLAR 
SHINGLES. Our creature unravels and the appliances race off the screen.



“Lassoed”

A coffee maker sits on a kitchen counter, making coffee. Suddenly a power 
cable from “off screen” lassos the maker and pulls it off the counter, leaving 
us with an empty kitchen counter. Buttons appear on the edges of the frame 
- controls for panning left or right. When the user pans the camera around, 
they see our creature forming in the center of the kitchen - the missing 
blender now part of his body. The creature rises up, hitting its head on the 
ceiling and loosing its toast. Type informs us that we can now power our 
home with the power of the sun and gives us the option to “find out more.”

“Little Opening. Big Body”

A completely empty OLM banner ad - white limbo. ...Until a dozen applianes 
fall into frame, tumbling around. They form our creature and he stands.But 
from this far away and at this size, he seems small, insignificant. But then 
he turns and lumbers toward the camera. The banner’s boundaries act as a 
tiny little window, so that when he gets close to the screen, only his eye (one 
dial on the toaster) is able to peek through. It is Alice looking throught the 
miniature door. He is much larger than we expected him to be. “How big are 
your power needs?”



“Cables upon cables”

An empty OLM banner. White. Nothing. Then one power cable snakes in 
and looks around. Another cable snakes in from the opposite side. They 
wrap around each other, bundling. Then another and another, until the entire 
banner ad is crawling with cables. We pull back to reveal the cables are 
now part of a bigger creature. He/she turns to face the camera. “Its time to 
come face to face with your power needs.” A DOW POWERHOUSE SOLAR 
SHINGLE fills the frame. “Click here to learn more.”

“Fun Things”

Individual videos of our creatures doing fun, “personality” things:
- walking on a bed of SOALR SHINGLES as if they are hot coals. With each 
step, he/she looses an appliance that goes scurrying off the banner.
- lying in a beach chair made of DOW POWERHOUSE SOLAR SHINGLES 
w/ sunglasses on. 
- surfing on a DOWN POWERHOUSE SOLAR SHINGLE surf board. 
- runs and slides across a DOW POWERHOUSE SOLAR SHINGLE floor like 
Tom Cruise in risky business.



“Slump” (*not shown)

In the masthead banner, tiny “suns” rain down. A single DOW 
POWERHOUSE SOLAR SHINGLE at the bottom of the banner follows the 
mouse cursor left and right. Whenever a tiny sunshine lands on the shingle it 
sends power down a connected power cable that runs out of the banner. 

In a separate OLM banner, the same power cable runs into the frame and 
is connected to our creature who stands...waiting. Reminiscent of how 
characters in video games have wait cycles, our appliance creature shuffles 
his feet, rubs his head, spins around, hops up and down on one foot, etc.  
After a few moments, his power level wains (indicated by a small meter) and 
he gets sluggish, until he runs low on power and slumps over. The more tiny 
sunshines the user catches with the solar shingle in the masthead, the more 
power is fed to the creature, until the power level reaches GREEN again and 
our creature wakes up and begins to dance around. “Feed your house’s 
power need with the power of the sun.”

“Outlet”

A wall outlet with a twitching power cable. A note reads - “Unplug Me”. 
Clicking on the banner unplugs the cable. At this point, we whip-pull back 
to see the appliance (now free) jump off the counter and join the other 
appliances as they race to form “Kitchen Creature” (etc).

“Outlet” (Alternate version)

When the user clicks to unplug the power cable, we cut to the moment in 
the “Cord Creature” :30 second commercial where the alarm clock power 
cable snakes out from the bedroom door. The remainder of the :30 spot 
plays out. At the end of the spot, we cut to another plug - this one in the 
kitchen. A different hand-written note reads “Me too.” If the user clicks this 
we launch the :30 “Kitchen Creature” spot as well.



“Build a creature”

What does your power monster look like?

Users will be given a chance to identify appliances that they have in their 
kitchen/garage/bedroom *(in certain groups, due to the fact that some items 
can only work as an arm, leg, head or torso for our creature). Categories 
might be broken up into “major appliances” like a refrigerator, an oven, or a 
washer and dryer; “minor appliances” like a toaster, blender, or microwave; 
then “micro appliances” like ipods, clock radios, hair dryers. Once chosen, 
the microsite will construct an power monster from items, reveal the amount 
of power used by the selected items, and then produce a “portrait” of the 
creature to share on facebook, twitter, etc.

“Stress Relief” 

Much like the “Kick the Buddy” app available for iPhone, this interactive 
“game” is an opportunity to dish it back to the creatures. Constructed with a 
flash-style physics engine, our creatures are represented as “rag dolls” that 
can be tossed, punched, and generally tormented for the fun of it (and “sun” 
points). With enough “sun points”, the user can “open up” new “weapons” 
like boxing gloves, a paintball gun, tazer, etc. The inclusion of surreal 
“weapons” like double rainbows, photons, and the ultimate “Sun Gun” will 
allow the user to shoot the creature with sunlight and effectively unravel it 
into its individual appliances. 

*This game play could also be the end result of our “Build a Creature” app.





By focussing on the tonal topline and remaining true to the concept, 
we see this project as an opporunity to create fantastic spots, eye-
catching print and outdoor, engaging online, and deliver on a cohesive 
and and visually stunning campaign with a powerful message.

Please consider all of the above as jumping off points. I consider 
directing a collaborative process, so any and all of your feedback is 
indispensable. We look forward to continuing an already production 
collaboration. If there is anything else we can help with, please feel 
free to contact myself or Mothership/Digital Domain.

Thanks for your consideration.

Robert Rugan
Director




